
Tips For Online Productivity
Use Technology To Achieve Your Goals



Building a Success Mindset
The more you are able to remain positive, the more you will
accomplish.  Use the Internet to help with your motivation.

Keeping Your Focus
One of the hardest things about conducting business online is
keeping a clear focus. Here are some tips.

Organizing Your Digital Space
Organizing is always a challenge, but technology can help.

Daily Goal Setting
If you have ever felt that there are not enough hours in a day to do
everything you need to do, you will be pleasantly surprised with how
much you can accomplish with a plan.

Technology Tools and Automation
Technology tools abound online and many are surprisingly easy to
use. Some of my favorites are listed in this guide.

5 Strategies to Improve Productivity
Are you using technology to help you in the following five
areas? Read on to see how online tools can help you.



Do you get up in the morning feeling full of energy and ready to conquer
the day? I'm afraid I don't. But I know that how we think influences and
affects our productivity. The more positive we are, the more we are able
to do.  When a task seems too big or too difficult, I remind myself that
I've barely tapped in to the potential inside me, inside each of us. We
can accomplish more than we ever imagined . It will take work, but we
can do it. Why not test it out for yourself and be like the little engine that
could?

Not trying to do  everything at once, of course.  Sometimes a project will
take many small steps and we will get frustrated. But I've noticed that
when we celebrate each small accomplishment, we experience a
change of mindset. Then every step forward is a cause for celebration
and a desire to accomplish even more. 

It's easy to feel unmotivated when we don't think we are accomplishing
anything. Getting into the habit of noticing what we do and being proud
of each  accomplishment motivates us to do even more, and to do
better each time. Since motivation and energy are connected, it won't
be long until that goal is within reach.

There will be setbacks, but they don't have to become roadblocks if we
refuse to see them as failures.  Every problem can be a learning
experience and a chance to do better the next time. 
 
Two things that help me with my mindset are an accountability partner
and a mastermind group. A mastermind group keeps me viewing each
of those problems as a learning opportunity and accountability helps
me to realize all of those little victories I need to celebrate.

This little video will show you what I mean.This little video will show you what I mean.

Building a Success Mindset

http://carolbremner.com/OnlineSuccessTV/motivation-monday-episode-14/


One of the hardest things about conducting business online is keeping
a clear focus. It seems almost every day I’m enticed by a new product
that would make my online life much easier. If only these were junk
advertisements, I wouldn’t be distracted. But many of the offers really
are helpful for building an online business. That is, if you have the time
and energy to learn how to use them properly.

I hate to admit the number of times I’ve purchased products or services
for my Internet business and then found I had neither the time or the
skills to implement them. For instance, I had a webinar service set up so
that I could do regular training online. But three months had past and I
still didn't have time to figure out how to use the webinar platform, let
alone market the training sessions once I did.

On the one hand, we need to keep up with new technology. On the
other, we need to concentrate on the things that will bring success.

If I can’t use some information or software right now to help with my
business, then there is no sense in purchasing it. I’ve realized that new
products will come out when I need them and the ones I purchase and
don’t use will probably be out of date if I’m planning to store them for
future use.

I've also realized I can't work “24/7” and expect it to turn out well.  I
need time for rest, eating (although I'm still guilty of eating at the
computer), exercise, and even some recreation, in order to do my best.
 
In these two videos, I delve more into the topic of focus:

Losing FocusLosing Focus

Why Keeping Your Focus Isn’t EasyWhy Keeping Your Focus Isn’t Easy

Keeping Your Focus

http://carolbremner.com/OnlineSuccessTV/focus-friday-april-25th/
http://carolbremner.com/OnlineSuccessTV/focus-friday-april-11th/


Read any productivity manual and you'll probably find the following
startements: "You will get much more accomplished in a shorter period
of time if you are well-organized.  Begin by making a basic schedule of
what you need to do and when it needs to be done.  Know in advance
where all of your supplies are located, so you will not waste time looking
for something when you need to use it." Sounds wonderful, but it's like
telling you when you're at the end of your rope to tie a knot in it and
hold on. How exactly is that possible?  

Since we do want to increase our productivity-- to get things done-- 
being organized is an essential factor. All of that is easy to say, hard to
implement. I've been trying out systems and reading organizational
books for as long as I can remember. Some work, some don't, some I
improvise so they fit me.

My problem is usually that I over-organize, which is not a good plan
either. Instead of filing information on publishing to Amazon, for
example, I keep it in a file for Amazon, I file for publishing, and a file for
writing. Yes, three places. But before, I would look in each of those files
until I finally found my information. What a waste of time that was! I
don’t like this idea of having duplicates and triplicates of everything
either, but I haven’t found the system that works for me yet. And I think
that’s the key to organization – find what works for you.

Learning to be organized is an ongoing battle with me. I am still working
on systems to make my life easier, but I have found some tech tools
that help me.

Here’s a little video about how I've begun to organize my email.Here’s a little video about how I've begun to organize my email.

Organizing Your Digital Space

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeIzeBbuzmU&feature=youtu.be


I love planning! I love to-do lists. I love checking off each task as I do it.
I've even been known to write items on my list after I've finished them so
I have the satisfaction of checking them off.

My problem is that those tasks aren't always the ones I need to do.
Sometimes I would write down all my tasks but not feel like doing any of
them, so I did something else instead and wrote that down. Or I give
myself so many task to do in the day that I can't possibly finish them all,
even if I were Supergirl.

I've read I need to start each work day with a brief outline of everything
that needs tobe  accomplished and then rank my priorities, eat the big
frog first, that kind of thing. But what if eating frogs makes you sick to
your stomach? Then what?

I find that giving myself a deadline, especially one that I’ve told others
about, is the one thing that forces me to organize my time so that I meet
the deadline. It doesn’t always work, but I know I’ve tried my best.

I'm also starting to re-use content, rather than re-invent the wheel every
time I do a project. Then as I reach my small goals, each one makes me
more motivated to continue.

I do try to set my sights on both the large goal in the distance, and each
small goal I need to accomplish in order to get there. After years of
getting sidetracked, I've begun to realize that when I know where I'm
going, it helps me to get there.  

I've tried a number of daily goal-setting systems. I'm still tweaking, but

so far this is a plan that works for me and I talk about it in this videoa plan that works for me and I talk about it in this video..

Daily Goal Setting

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ns-mrxjli1M&feature=youtu.be


How can you best manage your workday hours for the optimum of
productivity?  One way is to automate as many of your tasks as you can
and use technology tools whenever possible.

Here are some of the technology tools I recommend (check them out):

43things.com 
aynax.com 
cintanotes.com 
copyscape.com
desktop-calendar-free.findmysoft.com
dropbox.com 
fiverr.com
morguefile.com
musicbakery.com 
photodropper.com 
picresize.com 
presentermedia.com 
printfriendly 
snagit.com
sucuri.net 
trendwatching.com
zoom.us

The technology tools I’ve listed above are only a small sampling of what
is available to help with online productivity. It's a whole new world! 

To your online success, 
Carol Bremner

P.S. My clients have been known to be too excited to sleep once they
start imagining the online possibilities, so don’t say I didn’t warn you! 

Technology Tools and Shortcuts

http://43things.com
http://aynax.com
http://cintanotes.com
http://copyscape.com
http://desktop-calendar-free.findmysoft.com
http://dropbox.com
http://fiverr.com
http://morguefile.com
http://musicbakery.com
http://photodropper.com
http://picresize.com
http://presentermedia.com
http://printfriendly.com
http://snagit.com
http://sucuri.net
http://trendwatching.com
http://zoom.us


Ready for more?
Discover other 
tools by clicking

the button below.



Check Out My Productivity
Training

http://carolbremner.com/courses/productivity-training/

